Gradient response harvesting for continuous system characterization during MR sequences.
MRI gradient systems are required to generate magnetic field gradient waveforms with very high fidelity. This is commonly implemented by gradient system calibration and pre-emphasis. However, a number of mechanisms, particularly thermal changes, cause variation in the gradient response over time, which cannot be addressed by calibration approaches. To overcome this limitation, we present a novel method termed gradient response harvesting, where the gradient response is continuously characterized during the course of a normal MR sequence. Snippets of field measurements are repeatedly acquired during an MR sequence, and from these multiple field measurements and the known nominal MR sequence gradients, the gradient response and gradient/field offsets are calculated. The calculation is implemented in a model-based and a model-free variant. The method is demonstrated for EPI with high gradient duty-cycle, where the continuous gradient characterization is used to obtain k-space trajectory estimates that are employed in the subsequent image reconstruction. During the course of the MR sequence, changes in both the envelope and the phase of the gradient response functions were observed, including shifts of mechanical resonances. The gradient response changes were also reflected in the calculated uninterrupted gradient waveforms and thus in the k-space trajectories. Using the updated encoding information in the image reconstruction removed ghosting artifacts, that otherwise impaired the image quality. We introduced the concept of gradient response harvesting and demonstrated its feasibility. The obtained gradient response functions may be used for quality assurance/preventive maintenance, real-time adaptation of gradient pre-emphasis or to calculate uninterrupted gradient field evolutions.